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Kymeta makes connectivity on the water easy to access, always 
available, abundant and virtually invisible. Its metamaterials-
based flat panel, electronically steered antennas, and terminals 
not only support high-throughput internet connectivity,  
they also enable vessels to be equipped with easy- to-install, 
auto-provisioning, smart systems that can scale to bring 
connectivity to any maritime vessel.

Recently, Kymeta selected ST Engineering iDirect as its first 
modem partner to support its innovative KyWayTM Terminal 
with a trusted solution that also supports Kymeta KĀLOTM 
connectivity services through the IntelsatOne Flex network.

Earlier this year, Kymeta and e3 Systems, its exclusive 
superyacht distribution partner installed Kymeta solutions on 
some of the world’s most iconic yachts – including the White 
Rose of Drachs and the Maltese Falcon. Both the Maltese 
Falcon and the White Rose of Drachs utilize high-throughput 
internet connectivity provided by the ST Engineering iDirect 
X7 remote, showcasing HD Netflix streaming, video 
conference calls and TV streaming while at sea.

Kymeta and e3 Systems outfitted the White Rose with four 
Kymeta KyWay terminals for a months-long sea trial.

The terminals were tested with various MIR/CIR services from 
leading maritime service providers and satellite operators, 
including Speedcast and Hispasat.

“We observed the panel remained connected regardless of 
sea motion, pitch and roll, and exceeded our initial expect-
ations of the performance of the electronically-steered beam,” 
said Håkan Olsson, Vice President of Maritime at Kymeta.

Captain Nikolaos Leontitsis of the Maltese Falcon said, 
“Kymeta’s consistent connection allows us to maximize the 
use of the Falcon’s sophisticated onboard network, and to 
offer our guests and crew cutting-edge communications and 
internet service together with the latest in on-demand 
entertainment options.”

Accessible and abundant internet access is now blending 
into the luxury experiences aboard these world-class 
superyachts with Kymeta’s flat panels. And the trials so far 
have proven that the systems are easy to install and configure 
remotely, setting a new standard for internet connectivity on 
board the world’s most recognizable yachts.

“We observed the panel remained connected 
regardless of sea motion, pitch and roll, and 
exceeded our initial expectations of the 
performance of the electronically-steered 
beam.” 

Håkan Olsson
Vice President of Maritime 
Kymeta. 

Get more information about Kymeta’s yacht/maritime solutions.
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